We introduce a new approach to design FIR energy compaction filters of arbitrary order N . The optimization of such filters is important due to their close connection to the design of an M-channel orthonormal filter bank adapted to the input signal statistics. The novel procedure finds the optimum product filter Fopt(z) = Hopt(z)Hopt(z-') corresponding to the compaction filter H o p t ( z ) . The idea is to
INTRODUCTION
Consider the scheme of Fig. 1 where H ( z ) is a real coefficient FIR filter of order N and z ( n ) is a zero mean WSS random process with a fixed power spectrum S,x(e3W). The output of the filter is decimated by M to produce y ( n ) . For a fixed pair (M,N), the FIR energy compaction problem is the following: subject to
M -1
The constraint (2) means that the magnitude squared response IH(ej")I2 is Nyquist(M) [ l , pages 151-1521. The design of FIR energy compaction filters has received considerable attention due in part, to the fact that they t This work is supported in parts by the NSF grant 0703755 and Tektronix. Inc.
0-7803-4455-3/98/$10.00 0 1998 EEE Vare the building blocks in the design of orthonormal filter banks when subband quantizers are present. Given a k e d budget of b bits for the subband quantizers, the design of an optimum orthonormal filter bank consists of simultaneously optimizing the analysis and synthesis filters as well as choosing a subband bit allocation strategy such that the average variance of the output quantization noise is minimized. Under the high bit rate quantizer assumptions and with the optimum bit allocation, the objective function is the well known coding gain expression:
where ai, is the variance of the lcth subband signal.
For the FIR two-channelcase ( M = 2), maximizing the coding gain is equivalent to the FIR energy compaction problem [2]. For the FIR M-channel case, the analysis filters are optimized to minimize the geometric mean of the subband variances under the orthonormality condition. The geometric mean is a concave function making the problem a difficult one. An alternative solution to the direct minimization of the geometric mean is the design of a socalled principal component filter bank (PCFB). A PCFB is defined as follows [3]: consider Fig. 2 where ( M -P ) channels are dropped in the synthesis part of an M-channel Orthonormal filter bank. An orthonormal filter bank that minimizes the average mean square reconstruction error for all P is termed a principal component filter bank (PCFB). From the orthonormality property, a PCFB therefore generates a decreasing arrangement of the subband variances u& 2 u& . . . 2 such that, for all 1 5 P < MI xu:, is maximized. For P = M , the sum of the subband variances is fixed and is equal to Mu:. 
F(ej'') 2 o v w (6) where r ( i ) denotes the ith autocorrelation coefficient of the input z(n). The problem is now linear in the optimization variables f ( n ) , n 2 1 at the expense of an additional constraint, namely equation (6) referred to as the positivity constraint. The positivity constraint has to be satisfied at each frequency w and is therefore equivalent to an infinite number of inequality constraints. The above formulation has a finite number of variables and an infinite number of constraints, hence the name semi-infinite programming (SIP). The semi-infinite program can be approzimated by sampling or discretizing the continuous frequency axis. We choose a finite set of discrete frequencies { w i , 0 5 i 5 L } , often uniformly spaced, and enforce the positivity constraint only at those frequencies. This approach was first suggested and analyzed in depth by Moulin et al. [SI. Other discretization methods can be also found in [7, 81. The main problem with the sampling approach is that we can no longer guarantee the positivity of Fopt(z) between the discrete frequencies, no matter how large L is. This, in turn, creates an infeasible spectral factorization step. Indeed, the discretized version is an outer approximation of the original SIP problem; its feasible set includes the feasible set of the original SIP problem. We show next, using the discrete-time Kalman-Yakubovitch-Popov lemma, that (6) can be satisfied over all w at the expense of N(N + 1)/2 additional variables.
THE DISCREPE TIME KYP LEMMA
Since F ( z ) = H(z)H(z-'), the product filter is a two sided symmetric sequence and we can therefore write F ( z ) as
acterizes F ( z ) and it is niit.tural to wonder whether the positivity condition on F(e3"') can be reformulated in terms of some other condition(s) on D(ejw). The answer turns out to be yes and is established by the well known discrete time positive real lemma (KYP lemma) [9]. We start with this preliminary lemma. 
where Ad is N X N , Bd is N X P, c d is L X N , and Dd is L x P . For our case, P = L = 1. Then, the following lemma can be established. The above equalities (10-12) can be rewritten as the following matrix inequality :
where the notation 2 indicates that the above matrix should be positive semi-definite. Equation (13) represents therefore an equivalent condition for the positivity constraint. Assume now that D ( z ) is implemented in a direct form structure with the following state space representation:
Clearly, this state space realization is minimal since the number of delay elements is equal to the degree of D ( z ) .
Then, the objective function becomes: c d RT (15) where RT = [ r ( N ) . . . r(l)lT and the Nyquist constraint can be written as a linear equality constraint:
where 0 is the zero vector and Q is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements E {0,1}. The positions of the unity elements are determined by N and M. For example, for N = 5 and A4 = 2, the diagonal elements are (0 1 0 1 0). Summarizing, we can represent the positivity constraint as a "linear" matrix inequality (LMI) whose entries are affine functions of the variables Pd and c d , and the Nyquist constraint as an equality constraint on c d .
It is important to notice the differences between several variations of the same problem. The FIR energy compaction problem, expressed in terms of the filter H ( z ) , is a non linear non conwez optimization problem. The product
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filter formulation is a semi-infinite, linear and convex problem. The discretized product filter formulation is linear, convex, and can be solved using standard linear programming problem but is an approximation of the original SIP. The state space formulation, proposed in this paper, is non linear, convex and semi-definite. Using the rationality of F ( z ) , the infinite set of inequality constraints are replaced by a (finite dimensional) positive semi definite constraint (13) with the auxiliary variable P , permitting the theoretical solution to be found. The optimization problem described by (15), (13) and ( namely the minimum element P d m i n of the convex set of positive definite matrices satisfying equation (13) and (16). This is established in the next section.
THE MINIMUM PHASE SPECTRAL FACTOR
Definition. 
D d ) . In particular, F ( e j " ) = D ( e j " ) + D ( e -j w ) > O V W .

H m i n ( Z )
where
and P d m i n is the minimum element in the convex set of symmetric positive definite matrices satisfying the LMI (13) and the Nyquist constraint (16).
Corollary. [ l l ]
Assume that D ( z ) is implemented in a direct form structure with the state space representation given in (14). The minimum phase spectral factor Ifm;,,(%) of F ( z ) is then given by: 
THE FINAL FORMULATION
The optimization problem reduces to the following final form: The above formulation is therefore a convex multi-objective optimization problem for which any local solution is also a global one. The weight matrix W is included in the objective function (21) because, unlike the formulation in section 3, we now have two competing objectives. The idea is to choose the weight matrix so that optimality of c d is never compromised, Le., in order to prohibit T T ( w P d ) from becoming the dominant factor in (21). The particular choice of the trace function was intentional in order to use semi definite programming. Semi definite programs can be solved very efficiently both in theory and practice [12]. Two different programs are currently available at our web cite: the first one is written by Vandenberghe and Boyd [13] and uses a particular primal-dual interior point method. The second one uses the MATLAB LMI toolbox that implements the projective algorithm of Nesterov and Nemirovskii [14] . For more details, the reader is referred to [ll] and our home page at http://www.systems. caltech. edu/tuqan.
EXAMPLE
Multiband AR(5) process. Assume that the input t(n) is a zero mean AR(5) process with a multiband power spectrum (dashed curve in Fig. 3) . The magnitude squared responses (Fopt(e3w)(2 for N = 7, 17 and 27 and M = 3 are shown in Fig. 3 . The compaction gains are 1.867, 2.007 and 2.045 respectively. Note that the compaction gain is upper bounded by M = 3. We have chosen to set W = a1
and Q = 10K6. Although there is no formal proof that this particular choice of W will work for all inputs, we never had to change this setting over all the examples we have tried. The reader is referred to [2, 111 for more numerical results.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Although the emphasis of this paper is on the design of FIR energy compaction filters and its connection to optimum FIR orthonormal filter banks, the newly proposed method is general enough to cover ab wide variety of signal processing applications. One such application is the standard problem of designing FIR orthonorimd filter banks where the filters have minimum stopband energy. Another important application is the problem of designing optimum FIR transmitter and receiver filters for data transmission over bandlimited channels [15] . The filters are designed so that optimum spectral concentration is achieved in the transmission bandwidth of the channel, and zero intersymbol interference (ISI) is obtained when the filters operate in cascade. By replacing SZ,(eJw) with red(w/wc), where wc is the cut off frequency of the low pass channel and with a receiver filter e r ( e j w ) matched to the transmitter filter H t ( e j w ) , i.e., = N,'(ej") where * denotes complex conjugation, the problem can be expressed in the form described by 
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